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Introduction

•Q-Learning can suffer from maximization bias

•Remedy: Use two independent Q-functions [1]!

Research Questions

• In what environments exists a difference
between (single) Deep Q-learning and Double Deep
Q-Learning?

•Are there environments where (Single) Deep
Q-Networks are better?

Background

Deep Q-Networks

•Parameterize value function Q(s, a; θt) using Deep
Neural Networks; Update θt with

θt+1← θt + η
Y Q
t −Q(St, At; θt)

 ∇θtQ(St, At; θt) (1)

• η - learning rate

•Y Q
t - target value at time step t

Stabilizing training

•Target value computed by network with weights θ−t :

Y Q
t ≡ Rt+1 + γmax

a
Q(St+1, a; θ−t ) (2)

• θ−t not trained but copy from θt every τ time steps

•Experience replay to decorrelate transitions

Double Deep Q-Networks

•Target value Double Deep Q-Network (DDQN):

Y Qdouble
t ≡ Rt+1+γQ(St+1, arg max

a
Q(St+1, a; θt); θ−t ) (3)

•Online network (θt) used to select action

•Target network (θ−t ) used to evaluate chosen action

Figure 1: Average Q-Value estimates (y-axis) for 15 different models each during training (median curves) and real Q-Values during testing (dashed
lines, obtained using one full Monte-Carlo rollout), number of episodes (x-axis). Intervals are determined by averaging the two extreme values. Markers
(bottom of x-axis) indicate episodes with statistically significant differences between DQN and DDQN (p = 0.05).

Experiments

Setup

•CartPole-v1, Acrobot-v1, MountainCar-v0,
Pendulum-v0 from Open AI Gym [2]

•Discrete MountainCar and discretized Pendulum
• Stop environment after 1000 steps
• Joint hyperparameter grid search: Selected by highest
reward using 2× 10 random seeds per environment

Experiment

•Train k = 15 different models per environment
•Test for significant differences in Q-Values
(Mann-Whitney U [3])

Results

•Both algorithms perform well on CartPole-v1;
environment less challenging due to easy credit
assignment (immediate, positive and constant rewards)

•Pendulum-v0: Similar Q-value estimates, but DQN
performs better than DDQN: Reason might be due to
the complex reward function requiring careful actions

•Confirming [4] for Acrobot-v1: DDQN performs
better with better estimates

•Both algorithms solve MountainCar-v0, but
Q-estimates likely influenced by “deadly triad” [5]

Conclusion

•Only Acrobot-v1 shows significant performance
improvement when using DDQN

•DDQN performance improvement depends on
the reward structure of the environment

•Function approximation (Neural Network),
bootstrapping and off-policy learning (“deadly
triad”) can lead to unstable Q-values while still
achieving the objective

•Bad Q-value estimates do not necessarily imply
bad performance (cp. MountainCar-v0)

Code, demonstrations and more details about the experiments can be
found online under
https://github.com/Kaleidophon/quirky-quokka
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